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ABSTRACT 
With the end of the Franco-Prussian War on 
January 18, 1871, the G erman Empir e und er the l ead er ­
ship of the Hohenzollern king, Will iam of Prussia , 
was proclaimed in the Hall of Mirrors at V ersail l es . 
Now Emperor Wilhelm I ,  Otto von Bismarck ,  his 
chanc ellor , and their staff as f ed eral ex ecutives of 
the Empire possessed important l egislative and economic 
power s .  Howev er ,  the individual states r etained 
rights in some ar eas such as : education , h ealth 
s ervices, polic e protection and som e  powers of 
taxation, and in some instanc es, there was a d istrust 
of the n ewly organ i z ed f ed eral institutions .  
Cons equently, this states ' rights conc ept s eem ed to 
have pr evented the formation of a highly c entra l i z ed 
state and encourag ed r egional ind ep end enc e. Th er efore, 
when Wilhelm II b ecame emp eror of the G erman Reich 
in 1888, he inherited a r egim e that app ear ed militaristic , 
author itarian, and con s ervative. 
This pr emise is the c entral focus of my thes i s .  
I n  spite o f  the authoritarian structure imposed on 
many asp ects of G erman soc i ety by Wilhelm I I ,  there 
wer e  dissidents like the artists who d eveloped artists ' 
groups in the Empire that chal l eng ed the influ enc e of 
the Kais er ,  his concept of art ,  and the state-support ed 
ar t institu tions tha t  propagated his views . In 
addi tion, I examine the reactions of the artists and 
the ir associa tions to the prescribed ar tistic tas tes 
imposed by the Emperor and his follower s .  
Chap ter one of the paper provides a ske tch of the 
social s tra tum of the Empire and of Wilhelm II . I t  
focuses on the Kaiser ' s  view o f  his responsibili ty to 
German ar t and his influence in the field of art. 
Finally, the chapter discusses the role of the s ta te 
ar t ins titutions tha t  the Kaiser suppor ted . 
The purpose of chapters two and three is to 
consider the development of those arti s ts ' associations 
which challenged the s ta tus quo in German art 
institu tion s .  These include: .Munich Secession, Berlin 
Secession, Phalanx, New Ar tists' Associa tion Munich , 
Blaue Reiter, and Die Brucke . In addi tion , I discuss 
those citie s ,  Munich and Dresden, which pro�ided an 
atmosphere for a r ti s tic dissen t, as we l l  a s ,  the 
uniqueness of diverse ar t assoc iations and the ir special 
schools.  Second , an a ttemp t is made to explain the 
reasons for dissolu tion of and the impac t  each group 
had on the developmen t of the succeeding arti s ts ' 
associa tion s .  
In the conclusion I commen t on Expressionism as 
a challenge to the Emperor and the s ta te-supported 
art institution s .  However , the d i scussion i s  limited 
to an explana tion of the artis tic spir i t  tha t inspired 
the avan t-garde of Expre ssionism ra ther than following 
the developmen t of the movemen t  and i ts many facets .  
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PREFACE 
With the end of the Franco-Prussian War on 
January 1 8 ,  1 8 7 1 ,  the German Empire under the leadership 
of the Hohenzollern king, Wil liam of Prussia , was 
procla imed in the Hall of Mirrors at Versaille s .  The 
Empire was a union of twenty-five German states of 
various sizes and forms of government including : kingdoms , 
a grand duchy, cities , and the administrative territory 
of A lsace and Lorraine . The un ification of these 
states guaranteed Germany a degree of prestige unmatched 
l on the continent. 
Emperor Wi lhe lm I, his chancellor , Otto von Bismarck ,  
and their staff a s  federal executives of the Empire 
possessed important powers that included control of 
foreign policy, the authority to appoint administrator s ,  
and the right to interpret the constitution . Acting 
through the Reichstag and Bundesrat , the Emperor he ld 
legislative and economic authority.  However , the 
individual states retained rights in the areas of education , 
health service s ,  police protection and some powers of 
taxation . In some instance s  there was a di strust of the 
newly organized federal institution s .  For example , the 
1Gordon A. Craig, Germany 1 8 6 6 - 1 9 4 5  (New York , 197 8 ) , 
p .  3 9 .  
kingdoms of Bavaria and Wurttemburg had a great 
regard f or their reg i onal privileges and tradition s .  
C onsequently ,  these kingdoms and other states of 
the Empire were able t o  retain certain p owers such as 
the operation of their own rai lr oads and p ostal systems. 
This states' rights c oncept seemed t o  have prevented 
the f ormation of a highly centralized state and 
encouraged regi onal independence . H owever , Bismarck 
was able t o  strengthen the central g overnment and.reduce 
the Reichstag ' s  ability t o  check and limit the p ower of 
the executive . 1 Henc e ,  t he German Empire was g overned 
with a belief that there was a need f or authority from 
above and obedience f Eom be l ow .  
This p remise i s  the central f ocus of my thesis. 
In spite of the authoritarian structure imposed on many 
aspects of German s ociety by Wi lhe lm II , there were 
dissidents like the artists who deve loped artists ' groups 
in the Empire which cha llenged the influence of the 
Kaiser, his c oncept of art , and the state-supported art 
institut ions that pr opagated his views. In addition, 
r will examine the reactions of the artists and their 
assoc iat ions to the prescribed artistic tastes imposed 
by the Emperor and his f ol lowe rs. 
Chapter one of the paper will pr ovide a sketch of 
the s ocial stratum of the Empi re and of Wilhelm II . 
l ibid . , pp . 3 8 -4 3 .  
II 
It will focus on the Kaiser's view of his responsibility 
to German art and his influence in the field of art . 
Finally, the chapter will discuss the role of the state 
art institutions that the Kaiser supported . 
The purpose of chapters two and three is to 
consider the development of those artists ' associations 
which challenged the status quo in German art institutions . 
The discussion will focus on those cities which provided 
an atmosphere for artistic dissent , as well a s ,  the 
uniqueness of diverse art associations and their special 
schools .  Second , an attempt will be made to explain the 
reasons for d i ssolution of and the impact each group 
had on the deve l opment of the succeeding artists' 
associations . 
In the conclusion I will comment on Expressionism 
as a challenge to the Emperor and the state-supported 
art institution s .  However, the d i scussion will be 
limited to an explanation of t he artistic spirit that 
inspired the avant-garde of Expressionism rather than 
following the development of t he movement and its many 
facets . 
III  
I .  WILHELMINIAN GERMANY: SOCIETY, THE KAISER AND ART . 
When Wilhelm II became emperor o f  the German Reich 
in 1 8 8 8 ,  he inherited a regime that was militar ist ic ,  
authoritarian, and conservative which he maintained 
and strengthened. In addition , Wilhelminian society was 
strati fied by means o f  the ar istocracy , military, 
bourgeoisie with its various leve l s ,  and the working 
class. 
The aristocracy, consisting o f  less than one percent 
of the populat ion in 1 8 7 1 ,  was a position o f  birth where 
good breeding mattered more than ability . By the time 
that Wilhelm II became emperor in 1 8 8 8 ,  the power of 
the ari stocracy had dwindled to the point that many of 
its member s  had developed ties with the r ising financ ial , 
legal, or technical entrepreneurs in hopes of maintaining 
their soci�l pos ition s . 1 
The in fluence and high regard for the military was 
another aspect of the Wil helmin ian society. The historian, 
Nicolaus Sombart, points this out in his essay , "The 
Kaiser in his Epoch , "  
1 Henry M .  Pachter , Modern German�-A Socia l ,  
Cultura l ,  and Political History (Boule r ,  Co. , 197 8 ) , 
pp . 22-31 . -
1 
The· upper classes were permeated by the 
values of the Prussian officers corps,  and 
the rest of the population was subjected to 
the military discipline and standards through 
compulsory mil itary service . Everybody was 
profoundly affected by the exercise of 
obedience and by the image s of author ity . l  
The rapidly increasing bourgeoisie occupied a 
position between the ar istocracy and worker s .  However , 
various levels existed for the members of the middle 
class.  For example , within the haute bourgeoisie there 
existed the propertied bourgeoisie or besitzburgertum. 
These were the individuals who were striving for the 
accumulation of great wealth. A second level was held 
by the educated bourgeoisie or bildungsburgertum that 
included university professors and top ministerial 
bureaucrat s . 2 
Beneath the haute bourgeoisie existed the petty 
bourgeoisie or klein rfii,rgertum . During the Wilhelminian 
period , this was the class of white -collar worker s ,  
smal l  businessmen, and craftsmen who struggled to maintain 
their social position . The group was threatened with 
eradication by the mechanization and a ssembly-line 
th d f h . d 
. 1 1 . 3 me o s o t e in ustria revo ut ion . 
lNico laus Sombart, "The Kaiser in his Epoch," 
Kaiser Wilhelm II : New Interpretations (Cambr idge, Ma . ,  
1 982) , p .  29 1 .  
2 Pachter , p .  1 0 0 .  
3 Ibid . 
2 
Finally , at the bottom of the social hierarchy 
was the working c lass . The tre mendous rise in 
industrialization throughout Ge rmany was responsible 
for making this group the large st social class . Just 
as the bourgeoisie contained d i fferent social layer s ,  
the workers were stratified also . At the top were the 
skilled foremen;  the next layer was occupied by worke rs 
and still lower were the unskilled laborers . 1 
The position of the social c lasses was not unique 
to Germany . In f act much of Europe operated under this 
type of class system. What was important or novel was 
the fact that this rigid c lass structure was encouraged 
by Wi lhelm II ' s  government , and that the development of 
such a hierarchy effected many aspects of life in the 
German Empire . The reason for such a hierarchy, as 
stated in the introduction, was to maintain the influence 
of the central government throughout the Empire . 
Why was it so important to Wilhelm I I  to have such 
a structured society? Perhaps the answer lies with the 
man himse l f .  Wilhelm II bel ieved i n  the divine right of 
kings and often reminded his subjects that they should 
also. Thus , discipline and obedience , those qualities 
that were the foundation of the German military, appealed 
to Wilhelm II . He stood at the apex of society both as 
a symbol ic and political leader . In February 1 8 9 1 ,  he 
1Ibid . , pp,  100 -100. 
3 
addressed the Provincial Diet o f  Brandenburg stating , 
I regard my whole pos ition and my task 
as having been imposed on me from heaven , 
and that I am called to the service of a 
Higher Being , to Whom I shall have to give 
reckoning later . l  
The Kaiser believed he was the ultimate mediator, 
above and beyond all conflicts and clashe s .  He felt 
it was his obligation to dictate what was acceptable and 
what was not. This control dominated all socio-political 
matter s ,  and the Kaiser was not afraid of the negative 
reaction such control ·might rouse from the populace : 
How of ten have my ancestors had to 
battle for measures in direct opposition to 
the will of the popu lace� which first opposed , 
then criticized, and finally blessed them. 
What do r care about popularity! For as the 
guiding p r inciples of my action s ,  I have only 
the dictates of my duty and the responsibility 
of my c lear conscience towards God . 2  
This then was the Kaiser . How did his subjects 
view his position at the p innacle of society, as well 
a s ,  t �eir own? With the empha sis on obedience and 
discipline which permeated all stratum of society , it 
was the ari stocracy that was most influenced by 
Wilhelm II ' s  view of the importance of a structured 
society. This group , whose ranks had dwindled to less 
than one percent of the population , feared any decrease 
±n their own position. rn addition, they believed 
their. own dimini shed status was in direct proportion to 
1craig , p .  227 . 
2 Ibid . 
4 
any curtailment of the Kaiser ' s  power . Consequently, 
the desire to improve their positions manifested 
itself in an almost blind acceptance and support of 
Wi lhelm II ' s  views .
1 
In many way s ,  and for ultimately the same reason s ,  
the haute bourgeoisie accepted the guidance that the 
Kaiser proclaimed as wel l .  Many of these individuals 
were caught up in the growing sense of nationalism and 
material ism . They viewed their personal futures and 
that of their Emp±re as being fused by destiny. 
Therefore ,  it followed that they saw Wilhelm II as the 
individual responsible for directing the course of such 
destiny . As Gerhard Masur points out ,  
Berlin society was controlled in the 
main by an a lliance between Junker 
aristocracy and bourgeoisie . The people 
were given little voice and less power . . .  
there existed an intense national sentiment 
which obliged them to sympathize with the 
expansionist , imperialistic policy of the 
Kaiser's reg±me , even while they deplored 
his interferenc e ,  his lack of tac t ,  and 
his frequent faux pas . 2  
What then of the petty bourgeoisie? This class 
struggled to maintain appearances and present an image 
of middle class respectability . Consequently , the 
kleinburgertum mirrored the attitudes of the haute 
bourgeoisie as they struggled to achieve a place in 
the materia listic age . 
1Pachter , pp . 2 2 -3 1 .  
2Gerhard Masur , I 'mperial Ber lin (New York , 1 9 7 0 ) ,  
pp . 96-97 . 
5 
Finally, the working class occupied a unique position 
in the social hierarchy because factors were at work 
to revise the process of their socialization . This 
developed with the change that Germany underwent from 
an agrarian to industrial ized nation. New groups 
developed to represent new social and economic interests.  
For the workers, the first of these special interest 
groups was the trade unions which were founded by factory 
workers at the end of the 18 6 0 ' 's .  These were small 
groups of skil led workers . Unions did not become mass 
movements until the 18 7 0 ' s .  These organizations attempted 
to advance the economic and soc ia l  interests of their 
member s .  Through their aff iliation with the German 
Social Democratic Party, the unions had a direct influence 
in the legislative proce s s .  Trade unions and the German 
Soc ia l  Democratic Party existed prior to Wilhelm I I ' s  
reign. Though groups advocated and worked for a change 
in the social and economic status of their membe rship , 
Wilhe lm II considered such a process to be a facet of 
l 
the existing society. 
The e laborate hierarchical structure of society 
and the ease with which society as a whole obeyed the 
dictates of the Kaiser made it easy for Wilhelm I I  to 
influence many aspects of German l ife including the 
1Karl Erich Born , " Structural Changes in German 
Social and Economic Development at the End of the 
Nineteenth Century , "  in Imperial Germany, ed . James J .  
Sheehan (New Yor k ,  197 6 ), pp . 3 0-32. 
6 
artistic . In his authoritarian manner , he felt that as 
Emperor it was also his duty to determine and control 
the course of German art .  The Kaiser maintained that 
the purpose for art was " that which added a touch of 
beauty to life and reinforced patriotism . 1 11 
This interest in the art of the Empire was not 
unusual for members of the ruling family . Histor ically, 
the acquisition of art was important to royalty. When 
Wilhelm I became Emperor in 1 8 7 1 ,  he wanted Berlin to 
be known as " the Athens on the Spree . "  To that end he 
spent t ime developing his museums ' collections of 
18 th-century paintings and the National Gallery ' s  
contemporary 19th-century art . It proved to be the 
crown prince who changed the artistic c l imate . Because 
the chancel lor , Otto von Bismarck ,  wanted Frederick 
Wil liam removed from political influenc e ,  the crown 
prince was placed in charge of the royal museums . He 
took his responsib±lity seriously and ordered that two 
museums be built . Nex t ,  he appointed Wilhelm Bode as 
the director in 1 8 7 2 .  Bode was known throughout Europe 
as an art historian and art connoisseur . During his 
tenure he acquired Rembrandt ' s  Man with the Golden 
Helmet ,  D urer�s Hieronymus Holz schuher , and the famous 
Egyptian bust of Nefertiti . 2 
1 
Peter Pare t ,  The Berlin Secession (Cambr idge , Ma . ,  
1 9 8 0 )  1 P• 2 7 .  
2 Masur , PP.  2 0 5 - 2 08 . 
7 
Wilhelm I I ,  who succeeded his brother ' s  ninety-
nine day rule in 1888 , did not share his father ' s  or 
brother ' s  enj oyment of a ll forms of art . Throughout 
his reign , Wi lhe lm I I  was more impressed with 
1 
" appearance rather than content . "  The Kaiser ' s  
arrogance was reflected in his c o mment that "an art 
which transgresses the laws and barriers outlined by 
2 me , ceases to be art . "  Because Wilhe lm I I  considered 
himself the u ltimate authority on German art , he expected 
that his favorite themes would be depicted : loyalty, 
pride , and the power of the German nation . The Emperor 
even wanted German culture and art to become a mode l 
for the wor ld ;  
The supreme task of o ur cultural 
effort i s  to foster our idea l s .  I f  we 
are and want to remain a model for other 
nation s ,  our entire people must share in 
this effort. That can be done only i f  
art holds out its hand to raise people up , 
instead o f  decending into the gutter . 3  
No doubt the Emperor enj oyed playing the connoisseur 
and patron. However , as the art historian Peter Paret 
points out, the Kaiser ' s  official papers show that he 
f elt German art need ed his l ead ership ,  and he kept 
informed on the openings and c losings of shows , the 
number of visitors , sales figur e s ,  and the results of 
competitions for state and munic ipa l projects.  In 
1George Mosse , "Art and Politics in ".iermany , "  in 
Central European History . Vol. 1 1 .  (June , 1 9 7 8 ) ,  p .  1 8 5 .  
2 Pare t ,  p .  17 5 .  
3 rbid . , p .  2 7 .  
8 
addition , it was in his power to appoint the Prussian 
Minister of Culture , to pa s s  on nominations for admiss ion 
to the Academy ,  and to support art through his personal 
donation of prize money .  Finally,  proposals for official 
honors evoked his careful attention and this proved to 
be an area in which Wilhelm I I  could reinforce his 
opinion on the function of art in German society. For 
example , in 1 8 9 8  the recommendation that Kathe Kollwitz 
receive the gold medal for her etchings and lithographs , 
which she titled Revolt of the Weaver s ,  awaited the 
E mperor ' s  approval .  However , because her work was 
realistic and critical in its portrayal of social problems 
and therefore , did not fulfill the Kaiser ' s  criteria 
1 
for art , Wilhelm I I  denied the reco romendation . 
However , Wilhelm I I ' s  influence was not restricted 
to artistic award s .  The course that he promoted to 
develop conformity in German art included two organizations 
that held pr i mary positions within the art world of the 
Empire , the Roya l Academy of Arts and the Berlin Artists ' 
Assoc iation, a private artists ' association . The greater 
prestige was connected with admiss ion to the Academy, 
although artistic success usually brought membership 
to both groups . 2 The Academy and its structure are 
excellent examples of the means by which artistic 
express ion and instruction were tied closely with the 
l Ibid . , p .  2 1 .  
2Ibid . , p .  9 .  
9 
bureaucracy of Wil helm ' s  court .  T he Academy was 
linked with t he art teac hing institution , t he Royal 
Institute for t he Fine Art s .  Its instructors and 
director were c ivil servants ,  paid and appointed by 
the State . In this way t he continuity in German art 
was maintained and developed t hroughout t he country.
1 
During t he reign o f  Wilhelm I I ,  t he gentleman 
appointed to carry out t hi s  strict code was Anton von 
Werner . A painter himse lf , von Werner was obligated 
by his position at Court to remain loyal to Wil helm ' s  
designated concept o f  German art . His appointment a s  
direc tor of both t he Institute o f  Fine Arts and t he 
Verein Berliner Kunstler was not surprising , a s  he had 
served as an artist at Court a s  well a s  teac her to t he 
young Wi l helm . Early in his role a s  director , however , 
von Werner was faced with confrontations in t he art 
world particularly from t hose German artists who 
followed French Impressionism. Von Werner felt t hat he 
had to maintain t he artistic program propagated by t he 
Emperor which fostered t he German ideals of loyalty, 
pride and power in a reali stic portraya l .  Not only did 
von Werner carry out t hi s  program, but he was immovable 
in his devotion to i t .  This attitude inspired resentment 
and brought future reaction from those artists who did 
not adhere to t he state directed concept of art . 2 
1Ibid . , p .  1 6 . 
2Ibid . 
10 
Initially, the number of artists who chal lenged the 
artistic conformity o f  Imper ial Germany was small . 
However ,  this group of artists and the artists'  
a s sociation s ,  which their resentment inspired , became 
a novel force of rebellion . Therefore; the focus of 
the fol lowing chapters will be the reaction which 
dissenting artists and their respective associations 
felt toward the dictated art and artistic traditions 
espoused by Wilhelm I I  and the state -supported art 
institutions .  
1 1  
II . THE BEGINNING OF DISSENT 
As stated previously, Wilhelm I I  had inherited 
an elaborate socio-political hierarchy which covered 
many areas of German life . His desire to strengthen 
and build a more effective centralized government was 
often hindered by the individual states ' jealous 
guarding of their o�m spheres o f  influence . It is 
important to remember that the regional kingdoms of 
Bavaria and Wurttemberg resented infringement by 
the Imperial government in such areas a s  education , 
health service s ,  and police protection . This spirit 
of parochia l ism and distrust for the dictated policies 
from the Kaiser developed in areas of artistic expression 
a s  avant -garde artists and artists ' assoc iations 
chal lenged the status quo in German art . 
This c hapter will attempt to discuss the following : 
first, the existing state of Ge rman art . Second , in 
what German c ities d id the dissenting artists ' associations 
first develop , and why did certain c ities provide an 
atmosphere for artistic dissent . Third , the associations 
and their un i que programs will be discussed . Finally , 
an attempt will be made to explain why these associations 
dissolved , and what each association contributed to the 
formation of subsequent artists ' a s sociations . 
12 
In order to appreciate the unusual situation 
which the rise of arti st s '  associations created, 
it is helpful to consider that the kind of art which 
the Kaiser promoted included; portrait s ,  landscape s ,  
and depictions of classical or rel igious subjects painted 
in a realistic style . However, great changes had been 
taking place in the art world , and German artists were 
intrigued with styles that were quite different from 
those advocated by the Kaiser . In fac t ,  the German 
art community had been inf luenced by the French-inspired 
styles of Realism and Impressionism. 
Realism in art was an attempt by the artist to 
objectively depict nature and "all aspects of daily 
l 'f "1 1 e .  In Germany, the movement became an attempt to 
liberate German painting from t he decorative historically 
oriented, nee-classical style and to bring to the canvas 
scenes of everyday life . This movement was launched by 
two groups of German artists . I n  Berl in ,  Heinrich and 
Julius Hart founded the j ournal, Kritische Waffeng ange 
in 1 8 8 2 .  Their purpose was to repudiate everything 
which imitated the classical and focus attention on 
Berlin ' s  social problem s :  the urban poor and the 
subordination of women . The second movement was founded 
in Munich by Michael Georg Conrad who, with the help of 
Conrad Alberti and Karl Bleibtreu , founded the j ournal 
1George H .  Hamilton, Painting and Sculpture in 
Euro pe 1 8 8 0 - 1 9 4 0  (Baltimore , Md. ,  197 2 ) , p .  15 . 
1 3  
Die Gesellschaft in 1 8 8 5 .  The purpose of the j ournal 
was to portray in art the social ills caused by 
. d . 1 .  
1 
in ustria ism. 
By the 1 8 9 0 ' s ,  the French art called Impressionism 
had reached Germany . Its definition stated that , 
Impressionism attempted to see 
nature freshly without prolonged study 
or reflection, a kind of instant Realism 
of vision in which the sketch became the 
final picture . 2  
According to the Munich j ournalist and critic , Hermann 
Uhde-Bernay s ,  an active writer during the period , German 
Impress ionism was uthe artistic reflection of the new 
dynamism and new feeling for speed and c hange that were 
3 introduced by modern technology . "  It was not enough to 
capture the fleeting image on canvas or to simply 
experiment with light and color . German Impressionists 
struggled to grasp and present the emotional value of 
4 
the subj ect. 
French-inspired Realism and Impressionism were 
rej ected as suitable styles of art by Wilhelm I I .  He 
felt that much of the art labeled "Realism" did not 
1craig , p .  2 1 6-217 . 
2Robert L .  Herbert, Nee-Impressionism (New York, 
1 9 6 8 ) , p .  15 . 
3Hermann Uhde-Bernays , " Impressionism, " in German 
Contemporary Art ( Baden, 1 9 52 ) , p .  1 1 .  
4Paul Vogt , Expressionism-German Painting 1 9 05-1920 
(New York, 1 97 8 ), p.  ll .  
�� �� 
14 
portray beauty nor foster patriotism, two points 
which he felt were i mperative for acceptable art .  
As he stated , 
Even the lower classe s ,  after their 
toil and hard work , should be lifted up 
and inspired by ideal forces . . .  but when 
art , as often happens today , shows us only 
misery, and shows it to u s  even uglier 
than misery is anyway , then art commits 
a sin against the German people . l  
I mpressionism, on the other hand , was d i s missed 
by Wilhelm II as well not onl y  because it was of 
foreign origin , but because , in some instances , it 
expressed a negativism toward t he industrialization 
on which German society had been built , and this the 
Kaiser did not like . For these reasons , then , 
I mpre ssionism was rejected; it d id not follow the 
Kaiser ' s  artistic policy : "The supreme task of our 
cultural effort i s  to foster our ideal s . " 2 
If this was the official a rtistic c l i mate , how 
were dissenting groups of avant-garde artists able to 
develop? George Hamilton addresses this question in 
his book, Painting and Sculpture in Europe 1 8 8 0-194 0 .  
He ma intains that the political division of the country 
into states provided an atmosphere in which separate 
cultural centers could develop . Unlike Franc e ,  where 
artists always looked to Paris to set artistic trend s ,  
1Paret ,  p .  2 6-27 . 
2 rbid . 
1 5  
Germany acknowledged no artistic capital . Therefore , 
while Wilhelm II might be able to dictate artistic form 
in the capita l ,  the more distant the artist worked 
from Berlin , the less oppressive the restriction . 
Indeed , it i s  for this reason that the first arti sts ' 
as sociation to challenge the Kai ser ' s  authoritarian 
taste developed o utside Berlin , in Munich. 1 
Historically,  Munich had been an important art 
center in German-speaking E urope for a n umber of reasons . 
First , the r uling Wittelsbach family and state 
administration had been most generous in their patronage 
of the arts .  Second , by the late 1 8 5 0 ' s  and 1 8 6 0 ' s ,  
the Munich Academy drew aspiring artists to the city. 
This was d ue to the reputation of the Academy ' s  history 
painter, Karl Theodor von Piloty . Third , Munich was 
able to make the sale of art an important commod ity , 
especially in its exports to the United State s .  The 
economic val ue of art prompted society to regard the 
artist with respect which came from all levels of 
society. The s ucce s s f ul artist c ultivated all contacts . 2 
Fina lly , the re laxed a tmosphere and the prospects for 
f ±nancial s ucce s s  attracted students from all over 
1George H .  Ha�ilton , Painting and Sculpt ure in 
E urope 1 8 8 0 - 1 9 4 0  (Baltimore , Md . ,  1 972), p .  18 0 .  
2Robin Lenman , "A Co mmunity in Tran sition : Painters 
in Munich ,  1 8 8 6 - 1 9 2 4 , "  in Central E uropean History. 
Vol . 1 5 .  (March, 1 9 8 2 ) , p. 5 .  
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eastern Europe , who were also drawn to Munich by the 
city ' s  reputation for its cosmopolitianism. 
This cosmopolitan atmosphere helped establish 
Munich as the birthplace of the Jugendstil movement in 
the 1 8 9 0 ' s .  Jugendstil was a German version of Art 
Nouveau, which had its roots in the English Arts and 
Crafts movement. According to Wolf-Dieter Dube, the 
purpose of Jugend stil was "to rescue ornamentation 
from the al l-pervading accretions of the past , and 
to restore its basic components of line and plane to 
their proper status in stylizations based on pure 
natural forms . 1 1 1 
The three major artists of this style : Hermann 
Obrest,  August Endell , and Adolf Holzel were aware of 
the unique quality of the art movement . In fac t ,  
Obrest wrote in 1 9 0 1 , 
If only the c iti zens of Munich would 
�ome to the real i zation of what is going on 
here; that here the first art in the drama 
of the art of the future i s  being played 
out-of that which will lead from the applied 
arts to architecture and from there to 
sculpture and then to monumental painting 
. . . It i s  on this art that the future of 
Munich as an art city depends . 2  
It was not the Jugendstil movement , however , 
that provided an atmosphere for rebellion from the 
1 wolf-Dieter Dube , Expressionism (New York , 1 9 7 3 ) ,  
p .  14 . 
2Peg Wei s s ,  Kandinsky in Munich (Princeton , N. J . ,  
1 9 7 9 )' p .  2 8 .  
17 
accepted or traditional forms in art . The rebellion 
that began in the spring of 1892  was in protest to the 
Munich Arti sts ' Society for its increased provinc ialism 
and its control of the gigantic annual exhibition s .  
The target for the attack was Franz von Lembach.  
Von Lembach represented the o fficial art policies 
sponsored by the court of the Wittel sbachs . During 
his career , he had painted state portraits o f  Kaiser 
Wilhelm I ,  Bismarck ,  Kaiser Wilhelm II,  and Pope Leo XIII.1 
Not only did the dissenting artists oppose the 
dictated art o f  von Lembach ,  but they rej ected the mass 
market atmosphere that the annual salons cultivated . 
During the annual exhibitions t here was such pressure 
to display the art o f  local members and that of invited 
guest s ,  that juries were forced to make use o f  a l l  
available space . A s  Peg Weiss describes the scene , 
" several thousand pictures were displayed , one hung 
over the other in rows too high above eye level within 
the vast halls of the Munich Glaspalast . 11 2 However , 
the size and repetitive nature o f  the exhibitions 
re sulted in a decline in the quality of the art . 
Therefore , the artists who seceded from the Munich 
Artists '  Society in 1 8 9 2  did so with a variety of re forms 
in mind. 
1Peter Selz , German Expres sionist Painting 
(Berkeley, Ca. , 1 9 57), p .  173. 
2w . eiss , p .  1 64. 
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Among the founde rs and co rresponding members 
were ,  Peter Behrens , Ludwig D i ll ,  Lovis Corinth, 
Otto Eckmann , Ado lf Holzel , Max Liebermann , Giovanni 
Segantini , Franz Stuc k ,  Paul Besnard , Jacque-Emile 
B lanche , and Eug�ne Ca rri �re . The g roup , known as 
the Gegenverein zur Kunstlergenossenschaft , had specific 
purposes to accomplish.  First,  they desi red to raise 
the aesthetic standards of the i r  exhibitions by including 
French Imp ressionist a rt and promoting a more 
international show. This was an important point because 
despite its cosmopolitan a i r, the Munich Artists ' 
Society had contented itself with the display of local 
1 
German talent in its annual exhibition s .  Second , the 
g roup made a strict rule to l imit every exhibitor' s 
cont ribution to three paintings. This requirement 
was designed to eliminate the mass of a rt which had 
cluttered p revious exhibitions . As Peter Paret desc ribed 
i t ,  "paintings were hung in rows up to the ceiling , 
2 
like stamps in an album . " This was a poor way of 
p resenting works of a rt .  
What d id the s ev enty-five artists who founded 
the Munich Secession on April 4 ,  1 8 9 2  accomplish? 
F i rs t ,  they dec l a red in the i r  memorandum "that only 
the ' absolutely a rtistic ' would be allowed . 11 3 Henc e ,  
l rbid . 
2 Pa re t ,  p .  3 1 - 3 2 .  
3 Weiss , p . 2 1  . 
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they set out to bring highly selective exhibitions to 
Mun ich. For example , in 1897  the exhibition included : 
Ferdinand Hodler ' s  The Night , Sir Edward Burne-Jones ' 
The Legend of S t .  George and the Dragon , and a woodcut 
by Lucien Pissarro. In 1 8 9 8 , the Secession show 
included a collection from Scotland ' s  Glasgow School 
with works by Harrington Mann, Franc is Ne wbery , James 
1 
Patterson , and Thomas Millie Dow . Second , the annual 
salon was more organized , and fewer exhibited works 
were displayed in a more orderly fashion . However , by 
early 18 9 6  there were signs that the enthusiasm of 
the Secession had dimini shed . 
Peter Paret points out in his work ,  The Berlin 
Secession that the members of the Munich Secession never 
wanted a complete break with the Munich Artists ' 
Society , merely a greater flexibility on the part o f  
the parent artists' organization . 2 Consequently , 
when the Secession was asked to cooperate with the 
Munich Artists ' Society by exhibiting at the Glaspa last , 
the Secession agreed although i t  retained its right 
to an independent jury and hanging cornrnission .
3 
The Munich Sece ssion was important as a di ssenting 
artists ' association for several reasons . Fir s t ,  it 
chal lenged the state-mandated taste set for art . 
1
rbid . 
2 Paret ,  p .  3 4-3 6 .  
3 Ibid . 
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Second , the group advocated the acceptance of various 
styles of art , including French Impressionism, and 
exhibited such work in their annual show. Third , the 
Secession demanded a voice in the display of their work, 
a novel request in the German art exhibition. Finally, 
the Munich Secession served as a catalyst, during the 
next eight year s ,  two more major Secession groups 
would form : The Vienna Secession in 1 8 9 7 , and the 
Berlin Secession in 1898 . In addition , other artists ' 
associations , which were also critical of the status 
quo , would develop in Munich. 1 
The break with tradition which the Munich Secession 
caused supp lied the spark for other groups of artists 
in other c ities to split from the state-contro l led 
association s .  In the capital city of Berlin , the artist 
was sometimes forced by economic or social necessity 
to present artistic interpretations which were not 
always of his choice . One might argue that an artist 
is forced into such a position from time to time , but 
that is the price he must pay to work at his particular 
art form. However, in Imperial Ber lin , the authoritarian 
1Because the paper deals with the challenge that 
German artists ' associations made to the highly 
authoritarian structure of the state-mandated concepts 
of art and the state art institutions which inforced 
them, the Vienna Secession wil l  not be covered . 
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Second , the group advocated the acceptance of various 
styles of art , including French Impressionism, and 
exhibited such work in their annual show. Third , the 
Secession demanded a voice in the display of their work , 
a novel request in the German art exhibition. Fina lly , 
the Munich Secession served as a catalyst, during the 
next eight years , two more major Secession groups 
would form : The Vienna Secession in 1 8 97 , 1 and the 
Berlin Secession in 1898 . In addition , other artists ' 
associations , which were also critical of the status 
quo , would develop in Munich. 
The break with tradition which the Munich Secession 
caused supplied the spark for other groups of artists 
in other cities to split from the state-controlled 
associations. In the capital c i ty of Berlin , the artist 
was sometimes forced by economic or social necessity 
to present artistic interpretations which were not 
always of his choice . One might argue that an artist 
is forced into such a position from time to time , but 
that is the price he must pay to work at his particular 
art form . However , in Imperial Ber lin , the authoritarian 
structure that the Kaiser created , often thwarted young 
talent by imposing traditional attitudes and approaches 
1Because the paper deals with the challenge that 
German artistsL associations made to the highly 
authoritarian structure of the state -mandated concepts 
of art and the state art institutions which inforced 
them , the Vienna Secession wi l l  not be covered . 
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to art , which the Academy and the Berlin Artists ' 
Associat ion strictly preserved . As Albert Kinross 
describes the s i tuation in "The Secession Movement in 
German Art" : "The Kaiser gives them (artists) fattish 
jobs; sets them to work on such aids to history as the 
Sieges-Allte group s ,  a kind of Hohenzollern waxworks . 11 1 
Despite the conservative hierarchy that Wilhelm I I  
ma intained , Berlin , the capital o f  power and wealth, 
was ripe for artistic change . I n  1 8 9 5 , change began 
in the form of the Gruppe der E l f .  
"The Eleven" or the Gruppe der E l f  was organized 
due to dissatisfaction with the Royal Academy of Art s .  
The me mbers were worried that they would not be able to 
sustain the initial group support and quickly invited 
two additional artists , Franz Skarbina and Max Liebermann , 
to j oin their ranks . Skarbina was a good choice since 
he taught at the Institute of F ine Arts and advocated 
a knowledge of French Impressionism. These two points, 
the fact that he would risk his position at the Institute 
to j o±n a radical artists '  association and his interest 
in F renc h  art , made Skarbina a unique me mber . Liebermann, 
too , was valuable because he was an experienced dissident; 
he had been one of the founding members of the Munich 
Secession.
2 
Liebermann , like Skarbina , was interested 
l 
Albert Kinro s s ,  "The Secession Movement in German 
Art , 11 The Century Magaz ine , Vol . 7 0 .  (July, 1 9 0 5 ) ,  p .  3 2 6 .  
2 
Paret , pp.  3 8 -3 9 .  
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in the French styles of painting. He had spent 
years training at the Barbizon and Hague schools where 
he was influenced by Vincent van Gogh. Like the Dutch 
painter , Lie bermann ' s  primary concern in a work of art 
was the use of color . 1 He returned to Munich in the 
late 18 70 ' s . In Munich , Liebermann ' s  work challenged 
the official art of the Witte l s bach court as he chose 
orphanages and old-age homes instead of imperial ba lls 
as subjects for his work . His talent , however , brought 
him success throughout Germany , inc luding membership 
2 
in the Berlin Artists ' Soc iety. 
The Kaiser , however , rema ined unimpressed with 
Liebermann ' s  talent , for he once remarked of the artist ' s  
paintings , "The fe llow•· s no use to a man who wants 
d . 
3 
sol iers . "  Nonetheless,  Lie bermann ' s  name was a most 
welcome addition to the ranks of the Gruppe der E l f .  
By the early spring , 18 98 , the Eleven had expanded 
to sixty-five artists who desired c hange in the existing 
Wilhelminian court art . Finally,  in late Apri l ,  1 8 98 ,  
the Berlin Secession developed as an attempt to give 
artists more control in the salon exhibition s ,  such as 
the determination of room ass ignments and hanging 
procedure s .  In add ition, more control of jury selection 
1 ulrich Finke , German Painting from Romanticism to 
Expre ssionism (Boulder , Co . ,  1 9 7 5 ), pp.  1 6 2 - 16 5 . 
2 
Paret , p .  4 3 .  
3K . inross,  p.  3 6 2 .  
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was included in the request made to Anton von Werner 
on November 2 0 ,  1898 . At the time von Werner was asked 
that the Secession be a llowed to exhibit as a group in 
the salon of May, 1 8 9 9 .  He stated that it was important 
to keep all artists in line for the unity of Berlin art .  
Therefore , with the Kaiser ' s  comp lete support ,  he 
reje cted con cessions to the new org ani zation. As a 
result, the members of the Ber lin Secession withdrew 
1 
from the Berlin Artists ' Soc iety. 
The Secession was chaired by Max Liebermann. Wa lter 
Leistikow became the first secretary, and other members 
of the executive committee inc luded Ludwig Dettmann , Otto 
Engel, Oscar Frenzel , Curt Herrmann , and Fritz Kilmsch. 
The first order of business was to find a p lace for the 
Secessionists to exhibit. The group made use of a private 
ga l lery belonging to Bruno and Paul Cassirer and launched 
2 
a successful exhibit on May 2 ,  1898 . 
The group ' s  purpose .was contained in the introduction 
written by L iebermann for the 1 8 9 9  Catalogue , " Our 
exhibition differs from customary exhibitions notby 
what we are showing-but by what we do not show. 113 The 
introduct ion went on to state that onl y a sma l l  number 
of works by German artists wou ld be p resented . The 
reason for limiting the paintings , an artist might 
1Pare t ,  pp.  60-63 . 
2Ibid . , p .  8 3 .  
3 rbid . ,  p .  8 2 .  
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exhibit, was expl ained in this f ashion, "the eye of 
the vi sitor is only too quickly fatigued by a long 
fl ight of room s ,  crammed with p aintings , where 
genuinely good works are crushed by the weight of 
mediocrity. 11 1 
The Berlin Secession then shared several desired 
reforms with the Munich Secession . First , both 
associations wanted to limit the numbers o f  p aintings 
that an artist might exhibit . Second , both groups 
util ized the talents of Max Liebermann as artist and 
organize r .  Fin ally, the Munich Secession and Berlin 
Secession were viewed by their members as breaking with 
the artistic conformity of Wilhelm II ' s  artistic concepts .  
However , there were differences between the artists ' 
assoc i ations as wel l .  First , the Berlin Secession 
demanded more flexibility in jury selection. Second , 
while the Munich Secession advoc ated a continued 
cosmopolit an spirit , which was characterized by the 
acceptance and display of foreign as well as German 
art ,  the Berlin Secession included , as the 18 9 9  
Catalogue state s ,  "only works by German artists . 11 2 
Liebermann went on to explain his comment s aying , 
That our first exhibition is 
limited to the art of our country is 
not a sign of parochialism. We want 
to start by presenting a survey of 
German art today . 3  
1 
Ibid. 
2
rb±d . 
3 
Ibid . 
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Thu s ,  the more national spirit of Berlin art versus 
the receptive atmosphere toward fore ign art , which 
Munich advocated , became a recurrent difference in 
German art and artists' associations for the next 
decade. 
Throughout this period , both artists ' association s ,  
particularly the Berlin Secession , faced a negative 
reaction from Wilhelm II , von Werner , and the established 
art institution s .  As alway s ,  the artist was not able 
to work in a vacuum and he was affected by social and 
economic pressures . This is the reason why some Secession 
members had great difficulty obtaining government 
commissions . Although many artists were a ware of 
newer trends in art ,  they saw themselves as a part of 
traqitional German society and were influenced by that 
society. In addition , as new artists were drawn to 
the Secession , the older generation of artists became 
less �nterested in experimentation and more comfortable 
with conformity. This cyc le developed to such an 
extent that the Secesssion ' s  founder , Liebermann, 
stated that " several young exhibiting artists had little 
ability . 11
1 
By late 1 8 9 9 ,  it became evident to the young 
exhibitors that the ear ly rebel s  of the 1 8 9 0 ' s  had lost 
their dynamism, their desire for change . 
It is ironic that some founders of the Berlin 
Secession, like Liebermann , would later reject the 
1
rbid . ,  p .  1 64 .  
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continued experimentation of the younger generation 
of artists. For some of the older Secessionists , 
Impressionism was the decis ive achievement in modern 
art since it had set the standards for their work . 
Younger artists asserted that art was not just to be 
stimulating to the senses but to the mind as we ll . 
This assertion was dismissed by the older artists , 
like Liebermann who wrote , "How can purely intellectual 
1 
art be true art ? "  
However ,  youth made intellectual art i t s  crusade, 
and there emerged in their German art a sense of the 
individual and his environment that emphasized e lements 
of disruption and crisis . Of course , Wilhelm I I  
rejected the new art because it seemed to reflect the 
insecurity of the German Empire. As Gerhard Masur 
state s ,  "To Wilhelm I I ,  the movement smelled of treason; 
it negated the official posit ion that stres sed the 
well-�eing of Germany and the assurance that the Kaiser 
was leading the country toward a glorious future . 11 2 
For the young artists the opportunity to exhibit 
became more difficult as Secessionist j uries began 
turning down work in the more modern mode s .  I n  
addition, the younger artists d id not generally find 
support from the older , influential Secessionists . 
1 
Ibid . , p .  2 0 1 .  
2 Masur , p .  2 2 5 .  
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Therefore ,  as dissatisfaction with the exi sting 
a rtists ' associations mounted , a new, younge r 
generation of a rtist began the d i f f icult p rocess of 
rejecting not only the dictated art forms of Wilhelm I I ,  
but the conformity which the Secessionists advocated . 
Thu s ,  Munich and Berlin were ripe once again fo r changes 
in art. In Munich, d i ssatisfied a rt i sts found the 
pe riod f rom 1 901-1 91 1  most stimulating . New arti sts '  
associations including : Phalanx , the New Artists ' 
Association Munich, and Der Blaue Reiter encouraged 
the artist to experi ment and break with t raditional 
a rt fo rms . In Be rlin , change c a me slowly . I t  was 
not until 1 91 1  that an avant-garde style challenged 
the state-mandated concepts of a rt .  This new a rtistic 
style , which o riginated in D resden , was c ha mpioned by 
• 
tt 
the a rtists ' association , Die B rucke . The development 
of these a rtists ' groups ,  their unique p rograms, and 
their .challenge to the status quo in Ge rman a rt will 
be the subject for the fol lowing chapter. 
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III . DISSENT GROWS IN MUNICH AND DRESDEN 
They met in the art schools and 
stud ios where they stud ied or were 
introd uced by friend s ,  and often their 
s imilar intellectual forma t ion and 
artistic aspiration drew them together . 
As they became increasingly critical 
of accepted academic proced ures ,  
inspired by the avant-garde of the 
previo us generation and adventurous 
in their own attempts , they nowhere 
fo und a forum for their ideas except 
among themselve s . l  
By 1 9 0 1 ,  new inroads had been forged into the 
d ictated concepts of art which Kaiser Wilhelm I I  
continued to proclaim and which state-controlled 
art instit utions were expected to maintain . In 
Mun ich and Berlin the Secession movement had instigated 
change and had s ucceeded in weathering the f l urry of 
reaction from Wilhelm I I .  At the same t ime , older 
members of the Secessions appeared d isinterested in 
f urther reforms s ince their suggestions for salon 
hanging procedures,  l imit s  on paintings displayed, 
and j ury selection had been rea l ized . Now that newer 
styles of painting were appearing in the work of the 
yo unger artists , many of the older artists crit ic ized 
s uch work. Once again, yo ung artists became increasingly 
1Theda Shap iro , Painters and Politic s :  The 
E uropean Avant-Garde and Socie� 19 00-1925 (New York , 
1 9 7 6) ,  p .  49. 
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critical of accepted artistic methods and the criticism 
manifested itself in the formation of new arti sts ' 
association s .  These groups rej ected not only the 
artistic restrictions of Kaiser Wilhelm I I  and those 
of the state-sponsored art institutions , but the 
Secessionist programs as we l l .  The purpose of thi s 
chapter is to discuss these artists ' assoc iations , their 
unique programs , their d i ssolution, and the contributions 
that each made to German avant-garde art . 
As stated in the previous chapter , Munich was an 
important art center in German-speaking Europe . After 
the development of the Munich Secession , the city became 
even more concerned with art as students and would-be 
artists flocked to Munich to acquaint themselves with 
the various tendencies or styles then current in 
European art . When the Munich Secession adopted a more 
conservative approach and cooperated with the Munich 
Artis"t:s ' Society in the Glaspalast Exhibit s ,  several 
younger members of the Secession withdrew. Among those 
artists was Wassily Kand insky , who had j o ined the 
Munich Secession in 1 8 9 9 .  Kand insky , a Russian emigr e ,  
had studied with Anton Azbe and Franz Stuc k ,  who was a 
founding member of the Munich Sece ssion , before being 
accepted by the Munich Academy . Kandinsky was probably 
familiar with the objectives of the state-supported 
institution as well as those o f  the Secessionist movement . 
By 1 9 0 0 ,  Kandinsky felt , as did many of the younger 
3 1  
arti sts , that the older , established members of the 
Secession were not as supportive of young artists in 
their exhibitions as they might be . Therefore , 
Kandinsky organized a new artists ' association, the 
Phalanx . The first announcement of the Phalanx 
stated its purpose as an exhibition society : 
Munich .  A new artists society , Phalanx , 
has just been formed here , which has set 
for itself the task of furthering common 
interests in close association . Above 
a l l ,  it intends to help overcome the 
difficulties that often stand in the way 
of young artists wishing to exhibit 
their work . l  
The group wanted to provide a permanent exhibition 
building for the work of its members and guests . 
Unfortunately, this goal was never rea lized , for the 
Phalanx d isbanded before such plans could develop . 
However , during the time that the Phalanx was 
active, the exhibitions which the group held did in 
fact accomplish their purpose. The first Phalanx 
exhibit opened in August , 1 90 1  and the final exhibit , 
or Phalanx XII , opened in Decembe r ,  1 9 0 4 . During this 
period the association di splayed a great variety of 
wor k .  For example , the Phalanx I I ,  1 9 0 2 , showed many 
works by members of the Darmstadt Artist s '  Colony. 
This work was primarily in the mode of the arts and 
crafts movement : small bronzes , j ewelry, poster s ,  
carpets , embroidered linens, and marionettes. 2 Other 
L
Weiss , p .  57 . 
2 Ibid . , pp . 5 8 - 6 7 . 
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Phalanx exhibits included work by foreign artists . 
For example , Phalanx V ,  VI , VII included work by the 
French Impre ssioni s t ,  Claude Mone t . 1 Consequently , 
the Phalanx achieved in providing a forum in which 
artists could display their work .  In addition, the 
Phalanx was successful in drawing foreign artists , 
like Monet , to exhibit in Munic h .  Perhaps the most 
important contribution that the Phalanx made before 
d isbanding in 1 9 0 4  was to provide an environment for 
exhibiting artists that was removed from the restrictive 
setting of the Academy or the Munich Artists ' Soc iety . 
Motivated once more by the restrictions or 
indifference of the art establi shment in Munich toward 
new tendencies or style s ,  a new artists ' exhibition 
association was formed in January, 1 9 0 9 . The founders 
of the new association proposed aims o f ,  "organizing 
art exhibitions in Germany and abroad , and of reinforc ing 
their effect by lectures ,  publications and similar 
2 
means . "  The group called itself the New Artists ' 
Associat ion Mun ich ,  and its founding members inc luded : 
Alexej von Jawlensky, Alexander Kanold t ,  Adolf Erbsloh ,  
Alfred Kubin, Marianne von Werefkin, Wassily Kandinsky, 
. 
•• 
3 
and Gabr iele Munter . 
The association issued a c ircular to proclaim its 
1Ibid . 
2oube , p .  9 5 .  
3 rbid . 
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formation: 
Our starting point is the belief 
that the artist is constantly engaged in 
collecting experiences in an inner-world , 
in addition to the impressions he receives 
from the external world , from nature . The 
search for artistic forms in which to 
express the mutual interpenetration of 
these two kinds of experience ,  for forms 
which must be free of every kind of 
irrelevancy in order to express nothing 
but the essentials-in shor t ,  the pursuit 
of artistic synthe sis-this meaps to us to 
be a watchword which is uniting more and 
more artists at this present time . l  
This statement which the New Artists ' Association 
Munich issued made the artists ' association unique 
from those that had preceeded it . The Alliance 
was no longer concerned with hanging procedure s ,  
jury selection, or the number o f  paintings an artist 
could exhibit . �ow, members of the New Artists ' 
Association Munich sought greater freedom of 
expression for the artist . 
The first exhibit opened at the Thannhauser 
Gallery on December 1 ,  1 9 0 9 .  There were those who 
responded favorably to the show , like the artist 
Emil Nolde , who stated , " I  stood quietly in front of 
their wor k ,  but inside I was white , hot with 
exc itement over the expressive power of our young 
generation . "
2 
However , much of the reaction to the 
exhibition was negative . An example from the 
2victor Miesel , ed . ,  Voices of German Expressionism 
(Eng lewood Cliffs , N . J . , 1 9 7 0) ,  pj?:"" 3 8 -3 9 .  
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Munchner Neuesten Nachrichten stated , "Either the 
majority of the members and guests of the Association 
are incurably insane, or they are shameless bluffers 
who are not unfamiliar with the age s '  demand for 
sensation, and who are capitalizing on i t . 11 1 The 
purpose of the New Artists'  Association Munich was 
not to satisfy traditional aesthetic s ,  but rather to 
go beyond those concepts by persuing an "anti­
naturalistic subjectivism . 11 2 
Before the end of 1 9 0 9 ,  Paul Baum , Karl Hofer , 
Vladimir Bechte j e f f ,  Erma Bos s i ,  Moissey Kogan , and 
Alexander Sacharoff had j oined the Alliance . By the 
time that the second exhibition opened in September 
1 9 1 0 ,  the show embraced a complex of avant-garde 
styles including "the best in foreign achievement , 
especially the diverse movement s ,  tendenc ies and 
personalities of the Paris School : the Fauves and 
Cubists. 11 3 Therefore , the New Artists ' Association 
Munich succeeded in expanding an area of German art 
which the Munich Secession and Phalanx had developed : 
that of providing an international scope to its 
exhibition s .  
1will Grohmann ,  Wassily Kandinsky-Life and Work 
(New York , 1958 ) ,  p .  64. 
2 Norbert Lynton , "Expressionism , "  in Concepts of 
Modern Art, ed s .  Tony Richardson and Nikos Stavgos 
(New York : 1 9 7 4 ) , p .  3 8 .  
3 Dube, p .  9 6 .  
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By 191 1 ,  two additional members had joined the 
Allianc e ,  August Macke and Franz Marc . Unfortunately,  
dissension from within the association was undermining 
the work of the group . The split which occured in 
December , 1911  developed over members ' differences of 
opinion regarding aesthetic ideology. Two factions 
had developed : one around Kanoldt and Erbsloh, and the 
other around Kandinsky. Kanoldt and Erbsloh opposed 
the modernism and abstraction that Kandinsky and his 
supporters advocated . Therefore , when Kandinsky with-
drew as chairman of the Association on December 2 ,  
1 9 1 0 , the plans and programs of the group stagnated 
as other members sympathetic with Kandinsky withdrew 
1 
as wel l .  
This was not the end o f  the New Artists ' 
Association Munich, for its program inspired the rise 
of other artists ' association s .  Therefore , it is 
perhap? appropriate to review the primary contribution 
of the Alliance to subsequent artists ' groups--the 
importance of freedom of expression for the artist.  
This desire for complete expressive freedom encouraged 
Kandinsky and his colleague Franz Marc to embark on 
a new artistic endeavor : the development of the Blaue 
Reiter. 
Once again Munich, which had provided the setting 
for the first Secessionist movement , the Phalanx , and 
1 Selz , p .  197 . 
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the New Artists ' Association Munich, became the 
birthplace of the Blaue Reiter . Why was Munich 
receptive? Initially one might answer that it was 
because no great Imperial furor would be aroused because 
of the distance between Munich and Berlin . This was 
true . However , by 1 91 1 ,  Munich appeared to almost 
enjoy her status as a city where the avant-garde felt 
free to experiment and exhibit . Therefore , when the 
Thannhauser Gallery opened its doors on December 18 , 
1 9 1 1 ,  with the first exhibitions of works assembled 
by The Editoral Board of the Blaue Reiter , little did 
Munich realize the signif icance of the occassion or 
the importance of Wa ssily Kandinsky and Franz Marc . 1 
After resigning from the New Artists ' Association 
Munich, Kandinsky and Marc had decided to organize an 
international show. The respon sibility for organizing 
the exhibition was Marc ' s ,  and although the result was 
uneve� and hurried--in a mere two weeks time--the show 
contained 4 3  works of art . In addition to paintings by 
Kandinsky and Marc , there were paintings by Vladimir 
Bur luik, Heinrich Campendonk, Eugen Kahler , August Macke , 
• •• G 1 I . \ 1 \ 2 . Gabriele Munter,  ean B oe Niest e,  Henri Rousseau, 
Robert Delaunay, Elizabeth Epste in ,  and the composer , 
•• 
3 
Arnold Schonberg . The purpose of The Editoral Board 
1
rbid, I P• 2 0 6 ,  
2Jean Bloe Niestle withdrew his picture prior to 
the opening of the exhibit ion . 
3 Grohmann ,  p .  6 6 .  
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of the Blaue Re iter was reflected in the opening 
statement of the exhibition catalogue , 
In this little exhibit we are not 
interested in propagand i z ing a single 
precise or particular form. On the 
contrary, we wish to demonstrate by means 
of the variety of forms that the inner 
wish of the artist can be structured in 
many different ways . l  
Therefore , of primary concern to the members of 
the Blaue Reiter was the artists ' right to express 
himself and to form his work in many different ways . 
A second aspect of the groups '  purpose w�s the fact 
that it embraced the work of artists of different 
nationalitie s .  This i s  particularly true of the 
paintings which were shown in the exhibitions that 
opened February 1 2 ,  1912 at Hans Goltz ' s  in Munich. 
The 31 participating artists represented five 
nationalitie s :  Frenc h ,  Spanish, Russian , German , and 
Swiss . Among the more important exhibiting artists were 
Hans Arp, George s Braque , Robert Delaunay , Andr/ oera in, 
Erich Hecke l ,  Paul Kle e ,  Alfred Kubin , August Macke , 
Otto Mueller, Emile Nolde , Max Pechste in , Pablo Picasso , 
Maur ice Vlaminck ,  Franz Marc , and Kandinsky . 2 Finally, 
the fact that the members of the Blaue Reiter advocated 
the artist ' s  right to express himself and that its 
exhibitions were international in scope underscores the 
importance of the preceding Munich artist s '  associations . 
1 -
Mi e s·e 1 , . p • 4 3 . 
2�tohmann, - p . 67 . 
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The second exhibition was larger and better 
organized than the first . For this show, 3 1 3  items--
print s ,  drawings ,  and paintings--were di splayed . The 
variety of works included emphasized the purpose of 
the Blaue Reiter , " to demonstrate by a variety of forms 
that the inner wish of the artist can be structured in 
1 many ways . "  Kandinsky provided further clarif ication 
of the purpose of the exhibition with the program notes 
stating, "We are not trying to create an exclusive 
movement with specific aims , but simply to juxtapose 
various manifestations of the new art on an international 
ba s ± s . 11
2 
However , the "new art " met with opposition from 
those who d isagreed with the group ' s  artistic views . 
Otto Fischer , Director of the Basel Kunstsamrnlung , 
ref lected the opinion of those advocates of the state-
sponsored academic art when he said , 
. The painting is not only expression , 
but also representation . I t  does not 
express the soul directly , but the soul in 
the obj ect.  A painting without an object 
is meaningless . Half obj ect and half soul 
is simple delusion . Such are the errors 
of empty visionar ies and deceivers . 3  
Opposition was voiced by other s ,  including 
Professor Kuno Francke in a 1 9 1 1  article in The 
Outlook titled " I s  Contemporary Germany Producing 
1 
. 1 Miese , p .  4 3 .  
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Great Art? "  Profes sor Francke was concerned about the 
new artistic concepts ,  for he wrote , 
The more the German i s  ready to 
submit to discipline in matters of 
State and social organizat ion , the more 
fully i s  he convinced that art should be 
entirely free and untrammeled , and the 
more prone i s  he to believe that any 
kind of untrammeled expression of 
personality is artistic . This para­
doxical situation cannot last . Either 
this overflowing vitality will waste 
itself in riotous exces se s ,  or it will 
be controlled , disc iplined , purified , 
and thereby strengthened , so a s  to 
become a force of true greatness . l  
Of course Wilhelm I I  rej ected the art which 
was be±ng produced and exhibited in Munich .  The 
"free and untrammeled art" which Francke mentioned 
throughly disgusted the Kaiser , and he felt justified 
in his dismissal of such art ,  in which the concepts 
were different from those which he advocated. Perhaps 
he dismissed the whole rebellion by repeating, "An 
art which transgresses the laws and barriers outlined 
2 
by me , ceases to be art . " 
Despite the criticism, the Editoral Board of the 
Blaue Reiter did not cease its wor k .  I n  fact i t  was 
during the height of the confrontation that the first 
publication of the Blaue Reiter Almanac appeared in 
1 9 1 2 .  
· The publication was the j oint effort of Marc 
1Kuno Francke , " I s  Contemporary 
Great Art?" in The Outlook.  Vol .  9 8 .  
pp . 258-2 5 9 .  
2 Masur, p .  2 1 1 .  
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Germany Producing 
(June 3 ,  1 9 1 1 )  , 
and Kandinsky. Both men felt that the organization 
needed a vehicle that would offer an explanation of the 
Blaue Reiter ' s  aesthetic concepts and idea l s .  Kand insky 
contacted the publisher , Reinhard Piper and by October 1912 
1 
the text was complete. 
The name for the Almanac was also the creation of 
Kandinsky and Marc . As Kand insky later recounted in a 
1 9 3 0  interview in Kunstblatt , 
We thought up the name while sitting 
at a cafe table in a rose arbor at 
Sendelsdorf .  Both of u s  were fond of blue 
thing s ,  Marc o f  blue horse s ,  and I of blue 
rider s .  So the title suggested itself . 2  
Both men felt that the Almanac would provide an opportunity 
for artists in all fields to conunent upon and to analyze 
those points which were relevant to their wor k .  The 
result was like the exhibitions : a presentation of highly 
varied contributions and contributor s .  The written 
· work was divided into the areas of art , music , and 
theatre. August Macke and Kandinsky were the major 
contributors in art . Macke , an original member of the 
group , emphasized the need to intens ify contrasts for 
vitality in art . Kandinsky advocated the need for 
independence of art from nature .
3 In music , Arnold 
Schonberg , Alban Berg , and Anton von Webern contributed 
essays dealing with the complexity o f  modern musical 
1 Grohmann, p .  7 8 .  
2 Ibid . 
3 se l z ,  p .  2 1 9 .  
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c0,mpositions . Fina 1 l y ,  Thomas van Hartmann contributed 
1 
an essay discussing the technical aspects of theatre . 
Just a s  the essays covered a wide scope of topic s ,  
so too did the art i l lustration s .  Bavarian paintings 
on gla s s ,  Medieval woodcuts , sculpture , mosaics ,  folk 
art and textiles were incorporated into the Almanac . 2 
Of course such work was considered craft rather than art 
by the art establishment of the Empire and was dismissed . 
The Almanac sold slowly, and although future volumes 
were planned , none appeared . At the same time the 
Association slowly di sbanded . The major reason for the 
diminished production of the Almanac and dwindling 
enthusiasm for more exhibitions by the Blaue Reiter was 
the fact that Kandinsky and Marc were busy with their 
own work . 
However ,  during its productive period , The Editoral 
Board of the Blaue Reiter and in particular Kandinsky and 
Marc were responsible for many unique contributions to 
German art . First , the Association restated the need 
for artistic freedom of expression and an international 
scope in its exhibitions . Second , the Almanac provided 
members with a means of commenting on their wor k .  Third, 
the style of art which the Association member s  utilized 
was modern in concep t .  Fourth, the Phalanx , the New 
1 Grohmann , p .  7 2 . 
2Hans K .  Roethe l ,  The Blue Rider (New York, 1 9 7 1 ) , 
p .  1 3 .  
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Artists ' Association Munich and the Editoral Board 
of the Blaue Reiter all advocated the need for artists 
to freely express themselves .  Finally , the artists ' 
associations which developed in Munich succeeded in 
their chal lenge to the restrictive concepts of Imperial 
art . 
The reaction of Wilhelm I I  and state art institutions 
to such a notion has been duly noted in this chapter . 
The fact that all three groups favored making their 
exhibitions international in scope was dismissed by the 
Kaiser . He had once remarked on viewing work by French 
Impressionists that "one could show something like that 
to a ruler who had no understanding of art , but not to 
h . 11 1 im. . 
Perhaps the Kaiser could have dismissed the new forms 
of artistic expre ssion which developed in Munich if they 
had only developed in Munic h .  However , the tradition-
bound aesthetics of Wilhelminian Germany were chal lenged 
in Dresden as well . Like Munich, Dresden was distant 
from the Imperial influence of Berlin . In addition , 
Dresden ' s  avant-garde artists prospered , as did the 
vanguard artists in other cities , from the foundations 
which the early Secessionists groups had bui l t .  
I n  1 9 0 5 ,  a group of architectural students studying 
at Dresden ' s  Technische Hochschule , founded the "Kunstler-
Gruppe Briicke" or Die Brucke (The Bridge ) . The original 
1 shapiro , p .  1 2 0 .  
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members--Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Fritz Bleyl , Erich Hecke l ,  
and Karl Schmidt-Rottluff--were searching for a kind of 
creative , subjective freedom that their study of 
architecture did not allow. The name "Die Brucke , "  or 
The Bridge , was intended to signify the member s '  pursuit 
of a new, expressive form of art which was linked to life 
1 
itself . 
In 1 9 0 6 ,  Kirchner wrote the group ' s  manifesto which 
stated the group ' s  intention s ,  
With faith in growth and i n  a new 
generation of creators and those who 
enjoy , we call all young people together , 
and as the youth that bears the future within 
it we shall create for ourselves elbowroom 
and freedom of force s .  Everyone who renders 
directly and hone stly whatever drives him 
to create is one with us . 2  
From the onset, the n ,  Die BrGcke d isregarded the "well-
entrenched older force s , " which remained a part of Imperial 
art in Germany . 
The important period for the members of Die Brucke 
was between 1 9 0 6  and 1 9 1 1 ,  when they exhibited as a 
group . They made their debut in 1 9 0 6  in the showroom of 
a lamp manufacturer in Lobtau , a suburb of Dresden. 
Beginning in 1907 , exhibitions by Die Brucke were held in 
Emil Richter ' s  gallery and in the Ernst Arnold Gallery . 
By 1 9 1 0 ,  exhibitions had been held in Hamburg,  Frankfurt ,  
1Horst Uhr, Masterpieces of German Expre ssionism 
(New York ,  1 9 8 2 ) , pp . 1 0 - 1 1 . 
2 Ibid. 
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1 Leipzig,  Copenhagen , and Prague . 
Like their counterparts in Munich,  the members of 
Die Brucke did not receive public acceptanc e .  The 
Association ' s  "conception of art was as ' original 
creativity , '  not as technique ; their goal was something 
2 that they believed could not be taught . "  In order to 
create such an art , the group had to rejec t ,  in the words 
of Wolf-Dieter Dube , "both ideals and traditional skills . 11 3 
Another similarity which Die Brucke shared with Der 
Blaue Reiter was Die Brucke ' s  attempt to reach the public 
by printing an annual publication. For a subscription 
fee of twelve marks , individuals received the " Brucke-
Mappen , "  a report of the group ' s  activities and a 
portfolio of prints . 4 
There were differences between the Dresden and 
Munich artist s '  association s .  For example , Die Brucke 
was developed as a group association . After its members 
moved to Berlin between 1 9 0 8  and 1 9 1 1 , the artists sought 
to portray a sympathetic view of the alienated condition 
of urban man and a critical view of industrialized 
society. On the other hand , Der Blaue Reiter , from its 
formation, was never a group organization , nor did it 
1rbid . 
2oube , p .  2 5 .  
3 rbid . 
4 Ibid . , p .  2 9 .  
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seek to actively criticize the German urban-industrial 
complex . Also , because there were few works in their 
exhibitions by non-Germans , Die Brucke retained a 
national spirit. Der Blaue Reiter , as stated earlier , 
was striving for an international program in their 
exhibition s .  
By 1913 , however , Die Brucke had dissolved a s  its 
members developed their own highly personal means of 
expression . Schmidt-Rottluff wrote , 
The forms of art change along with 
artists . But the es sence of art can 
never change . For me , I know that I don ' t  
have any program , only an inexplicable 
yearning to lay hold of what I see and 
feel and then to find the most direct 
expression possible for such experience . l  
Expressionism--the artists ' freedom of expression--
is perhaps the single-most important contribution made 
by the German artists working in that first decade of 
the twentieth century. However , it is the development 
of self-�xpression , the spirit behind the expression 
that interests one in the conclusion : how the artists'  
associations developed the spirit of  Expressionism. 
lMiese l ,  p .  2 9 .  
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CONCLUSION 
Freedom of self-expression led the German artist 
to Expressionism. The first important use of the term 
is found in the catalogue of the twenty-second exhibition 
of the Berlin Secess ion , held in April 1 9 1 1 .  In it the 
French artists : Braque , Der�in , Friesz , Picasso , Vlaminck , 
Marquet ,  and Dufy, normally described as Fauves or 
Cubists, were called Expre ssionist s .  Expre ssionism was 
used a second time in March 1912 . Herwarth Walden , the 
Berlin businessman and patron of the arts ,  showed "Der 
Blaue Reiter , Franz Flaum , Oskar Kokoschka , Expressionists . "  
Walden began using Expressionism as a synonym for what he 
considered the avant-garde . Finally , a monograph appeared 
on Expressionism in 1 9 1 4 . This work ,  written by Paul 
Fechter , attempted to establish a firm definition for the 
artistic term. Fechter concluded that the word meant, 
" the German counter-movement against Impressionism, 
1 
parallel to Cubism in France and Futurism in Italy . "  
In addition, he referred specifically to the German avant-
garde when he stated , "Dresden and Munich share the honor 
of being the birthplaces of the new art . 11 2 
1oube , 1 8  1 9  pp . - . 
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Dresden and Munich, the birthplaces of artists ' 
as sociations which rej ected the accepted traditional 
artistic principles , were also the birthplaces of a new 
art tendency ,  German Expressionism .. Why did this occur? 
Theda Shapiro , author of Painters and Politic s ,  attempts 
to offer a reason when she writes that most artists who 
were working in Dresden or Munich studied in art academies 
or schools of decorative art . Disi llusionment with 
imposed techniques and tradition occured . The art 
instructors declared that hard work would bring succes s ;  
but around them, the young artists observed painters who 
had mastered the craft but had unspectacular career s .  
Consequently, they deserted the state academies to work 
without criticism. 1 In addition , the artists had witnessed 
major social transformation s ,  widespread industrialization , 
rapid growth of population, emergence of powerful social 
movement s .  The stress which these changes produced 
manifested itself in a negativism toward their surroundings 
and inherited tradition s . 2 Henc e ,  artists rebelled in 
various ways,  in the choice of subj ect matter , rejecting 
court-favored themes for extremes in self-expression; 
in j oining dissident artists ' associations that rej ected 
the dictates of Wilhelminian court art ; and in responding 
to a new movement that al lowed the artist freedom to 
express himsel f .  
1shapiro , p .  3 6 .  
2rbid . , p .  i o o .  
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Wilhelm II had attempted to maintain a highly 
structured hierarchy for all aspects of German society. 
To promote the same sense of structure in the art of the 
Empire , the Kaiser had maintained the Royal Academy of 
Arts, the Berlin Artists ' Association , and continued 
his personal promotion of what he considered acceptable 
art . However , Wilhelm I I  was unable to dictate or direct 
the artistic experimentation that developed in his Empire . 
His disapprova l ,  insults , or withdrawal of funds did little 
to curb the growth of artist s '  associations which 
challenged his control of art . Thus , his influence was 
limited in spite of his attempt to interfere . 
Freedom of expression coupled with artistic confidence 
ushered in a new concept in art , Expressionism. Such 
confidence gave the artist the courage to proclaim, 
Shame on him who has the power to put 
the neces sary words into the mouth of art 
and doesn ' t  do i t .  Shame on him who turns 
his soul ' s  ear away from the mouth of art .  
A human being speaks to human beings about 
the superhuman--the language of art . l  
1 Dube , p .  9 6 .  
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